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Green Darner
The Green Darner dragonfly (Anax junius) shown in the above image was captured at Carver Pond,
a Bridgewater town park just southeast of campus, in the summer of 2003. Green Darners are
among the most common dragonflies in North America and are noted for their migratory swarms
along the East Coast. Green Darners can be found in a wide variety of wetlands beginning in
mid-spring, and throughout the summer and early fall. This dragonfly was captured and scanned
by Dr. Kevin Curry (Professor, Department of Biological Sciences) and digitally manipulated to
create this image by Dr. Jeffery Bowen (Associate Professor, Department of Biological Sciences).

Dragonfly Rose
The image on the inside back cover is of the dragonfly Celithemis eponina or Halloween Pennant.
Dr. Kevin Curry (Professor, Department of Biological Sciences) captured this male Halloween
Pennant at Carver Pond, a Bridgewater town park just southeast of campus, in the summer
of 2004. Halloween Pennants are common inhabitants of wetlands and well-vegetated ponds
and lakes in Massachusetts throughout the summer months. The dragonfly was scanned as a
matter of protocol and documentation. However, Dr. Jeffery Bowen (Associate Professor,
Department of Biological Sciences), who helped in the scanning process, created this digital
image using Photoshop, resulting in the stunning kaleidoscopic pattern shown here.
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Editor’s Notebook
“Remember the Ladies”
by Michael Kryzanek

power office fearing that she would not be able to
act decisively during a crisis, or would be unwilling
to flex our military muscles. There of course is no evidence that a woman would be unprepared or incapable
of defending this nation, or exercising the military
option in order to protect national interests. But
stereotypes, unfortunately, are difficult to remove
from the national psyche.

The next presidential election is not until 2008 and
already there is speculation that the choices of the
major party candidates will both be women. Dick
What evidence is available shows that women have
Morris, Bill Clinton’s White House strategist, has come
unique talents that may make them better leaders and
out with a book in which he sees the next election as
more effective proponents of
a contest between Hillary Clinton and
national interests. Women are
Condelezza Rice. Of course, writing a
better at consensus building,
book about two prominent women runinterpersonal communicaning for the highest office in the land
tions, collaboration, and power
gets people’s attention and sells copies.
sharing. Women are more apt
But whether Morris is right or wrong,
long to hear that
to use negotiation rather than
women may finally be on the threshold
you have declared an independency.
aggression to solve a problem
of real political power, at least that is
And, by the way, in the new code of
and clearly are better listeners,
the hope.
laws, which I suppose it will be necwilling to involve a broad
essary for you to make, I desire you
range of sources before coming
To date, the history of women in
would remember the ladies and be
to a decision. Women are less
American politics has been, to say the
more generous and favorable to them
prone to be impulsive, rigid
least, disappointing. Since the founding
than your ancestors. Do not put such
and isolated. Women, quite
of the nation about 12,000 people have
unlimited power into the hands of the
simply, bring a whole new set
served in the Congress, but only 215 of
husbands. Remember, all men would
of qualities and skills to leaderthose legislators have been women. Also
be tyrants if they could. If particular
ship that has been absent from
since the founding, 582 people have held
care and attention is not paid to the
male dominated government
cabinet positions, but only 29 have been
ladies, we are determined to foment a
in this country.
women, 20 of whom were appointed
rebellion, and will not hold ourselves
only in the last decade. The situation at
And yet, despite the benefits
bound by any laws in which we have
the state and local level is even worse as
that would accompany a
no voice or representation.
about 12% of the nation’s governors and
woman president, the
mayors of the 100 most populous cities
—Abigail Adams
prospects that someone like
are women. One glimmer of hope is that
in a letter to John Adams, 1776
Hillary Clinton or Condelezza
there has been an increase of female
Rice would be able to break
state legislators from 8% in 1975 to
through the presidential glass
22.5% in 2005 (Massachusetts is 20th of
ceiling are dim. Though there
50 states in terms of the proportion of women in
is poll data that shows an increase in support for a
the legislature).
woman president, and less of a willingness to buy into
the traditional stereotypes about women and their abiliWhile progress in bringing more women into positions
ty to exercise firm and decisive leadership, there is still
of authority within our political system has been real
overwhelming evidence that a woman running for the
and expanding, we still lag far behind many other
highest office in the land would face enormous obstacles
democracies in the world in looking to women for
from raising money from men( who still control the
national leadership. Margaret Thatcher of Great Britain,
wealth of this country) to answering all those inane
Golda Meir of Israel and Indira Gandhi of India led their
questions about her ability to be “strong,”(which is a
respective nations with great honor and success. There
code word for acting like a man).
are currently seventeen women heads of state in the
world and twenty-two women are speakers of parliaI personally hope that this country does not have to
ments. In the most recent German election Angela
wait too long to join the rest of the major democracies
Merkel became the first female chancellor in the history
in placing a woman in the White House. Sadly, we have
of this major European power.
been slow in recognizing the leadership talents of individual women and the qualities and skills that a woman
So why hasn’t the United States been able to elevate a
might bring to the Presidency.
woman to the highest position in the national government? Certainly there remains in our society a reluctance among some to put a woman into the ultimate
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1984–2004: Twenty Years
of Adult Literacy Education
in South Africa
A Chronicle of Frustration
by Ruth D. Farrar
KwaZulu-Natal can be a shockingly deceptive place. This
small province in eastern South Africa is one of the country’s
premier vacation areas. It boasts the highest and most beautiful mountains, some of the finest game reserves, a balmy
subtropical climate, sweet-smelling sugar plantations, a
breath-taking coastline, and beaches that reach out to the
warm waters of the Indian Ocean. Durban, its capital, is
South Africa’s third largest city, and home to the busiest port
in all of Africa.
During a recent trip to KwaZulu-Natal I drove from Durban
inland on Highway N3 toward the
Drakensburg mountain range and my
eyes feasted on rolling green hills, lush
pastures, cottages with thatched roofs,
farms with grazing cattle and battle
grounds with aging war memorials. As
I moved with rush-hour traffic the highway bent and the seductive flow of lazy
landscape was suddenly pierced by a
strikingly different and unsettling
image. On the hillside to my right, a
grim collection of mud shacks huddled
together. No matter how many times I
have traveled this route, I am never prepared for the sight of a squatter
camp—hundreds of family-inhabited
boxes made of “zincs” (corrugated
metal sheets), crammed together in
primitive squalor, pressing against the
razor-wired walls of a sprawling,
white, middle class home and bordering
the highway. The car went on, but I
strained backward to see more from the rear window. The
shacks retreated and faded all together, sucked up by another
bend in the road. Yes, there will be many more such scenes,
largely unobserved by the visitor—tin-roofed shacks, singleroom mud houses—a patchwork quilt of cardboard, tarp,
sticks, and tire, with occasional wisps of smoke curling into
the sky above.
INTRODUCTION
In a recent State of the Nation address, South African
President Thabo Mbeki emphasized the need for a second decade of democracy in which a “people-centered
society with peace and democracy for all” was created.
He connected these themes to the challenges posed by

the “second economy” which has trapped millions of
South Africans in poverty and has resulted in their marginalization and exclusion through problems of poverty,
including unemployment, disease, violence, illiteracy
and inadequate education.
Under today’s post-apartheid economy and free-market
policies it is estimated that among the adult population
more than 30 per cent has HIV/AIDS (with many more
suspected cases), 45 per cent is unemployed, and 50 per
cent is illiterate. Black South Africans make up more

than 80 per cent of the provincial population, and for
a large majority of them the quality of life has not
changed since apartheid or the decades since colonialism. These large groups of historically disadvantaged
and marginalized South Africans continue to live in
oppression. Their lives in a post-apartheid democracy
bear an eerie resemblance to their previous lives
under apartheid.
EDUCATION POLICIES DURING APARTHIED
Introduced in 1953, education of black South Africans,
commonly called Bantu education, became central to
sustaining the apartheid system because it grouped
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learners and restricted their educational outcomes to
subordination. According to Nelson Mandela, Bantu

education was “intellectual ‘baasskap,’ a way of institutionalizing inferiority.” The Bantu educational system
was designed to maintain the separation of ethnic
groups and restrict black South Africans to their designated homeland. Here they were trained to be menial
workers in perpetual subordination to white people,
with no hope of advancing themselves. In 1979 the
apartheid government introduced the Education and
Training Act as a less-repressive form of adult ‘nonformal’ education that still required all programs to
register with the Department of Bantu Education.
The 1980s was a decade of political conflict and, consequently, an era of political activism. The more the
oppressive apartheid government tightened its controls,
the more political activists resisted oppression. To
protest the government’s Bantu education policies,
many churches and NGOs closed their schools,
thereby releasing thousands of children to attend
under-resourced government schools or no school at
all. There were no schools for most children on farms
or in remote townships.
In a sinister attempt to “modernize” apartheid, the government co-opted two minority groups, Coloureds and
Indians, resulting in a total disenfranchisement of black
South Africans. The black majority was separated and
cut off from society, depriving them of access to health
care, schooling, and good jobs. Unfortunately, under a
new democratically elected government, little or nothing would change.

1984–1994:
CHANGES IN ADULT EDUCATION POLICIES
Fueled by growing resistance to the
government’s oppression, more and
more people from the region, the
country, and around the world joined
the South African anti-apartheid
movement. From 1984 to 1994 a
sprawling network of groups that
was anti-apartheid and politically
conscious found its most fertile
ground in adult education.
Historically, non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) had provided
adult literacy education, early childhood education, human rights activities, and radical Christian education.
As the government committed more
atrocities against its people, the
anti-apartheid activists strengthened
their resolve to educate and liberate the victims of
this oppression.
Political tensions grew and adult education became a
rallying point. Governmental organizations, trade
unions, and universities provided adult literacy and
basic education to people who, under apartheid government policies and practices, had been denied educational opportunities. Eventually the United Democratic
Front emerged as an umbrella for 800 organizations that
were mobilizing against apartheid practices and coming
together in the politics of resistance.
Within this adult education movement, educators popularized Paulo Freire’s teachings and “liberation” pedagogy as enabling the poor and oppressed to examine and
understand the sources of their oppression and develop
methods of political resistance. Freire, who had earlier
helped mobilize peasants in Brazil’s poorest region,
spoke to the transforming power of language and
literacy. He called this process conscientizacion, or
consciousness-raising, where learners explored their
past experiences and developed a conscious awareness
of the need for collective input and active participation
for “people’s power.”
In 1989 the Read Educational Trust promoted and sponsored adult education and the development of libraries
in black schools. With increasing funding and support
from anti-apartheid donors, NGOs and universities
delivered more services and produced a variety of reading materials, including readers, magazines, and newspaper supplements. Schools and adult education
programs were a focal point of the resistance to the
apartheid system. The adult literacy education movement had come into its own.

Predictably, political tensions gave rise to the idea
of general education for
workers through a close
integration of adult basic
education and workplace
skills training. Efforts to
educate black South
Africans became more
polarized by political and
economic forces, and
commercial providers
began to appear. The
withdrawal of international support through
economic sanctions coincided with the government’s new
emphasis on accountability in adult
education for learning outcomes.
Escalating ideological tensions contributed to the growing gap between
those who viewed adult education as
economic and those who viewed
adult education as political. These
opposing views saw workers and
union members on one side and
intellectuals and political activists on
the other. Despite the hardships, the
tensions and ideological struggles, in
the final decade of apartheid rule the
number of adults receiving adult
basic education increased steadily.

1994–2004:
ADULT EDUCATION
POLICIES IN THE
POST-APARTHEID
PERIOD
Ironically, adult
education services
did not expand in the
period after apartheid
was eliminated.
Despite the government’s promises in
1994 and every year
since then, the first
decade of the postapartheid democracy
has seen a decrease in the number
of adults receiving literacy and
basic education.
In 1994 the newly elected African
National Congress promised to
“break the reproduction of illiteracy
amongst the black population and
to incorporate the marginalised
into mainstream society.” President
Nelson Mandela declared adult
basic education a human right and
promised projects in the social uses
of adult literacy and basic education for capacity building in the
country as a whole. He immediately set to work with a plan for the
implementation of new programs
to “change the marginal status” of
adult education. The administration’s White Paper called for human resource development that would integrate education, housing, health
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care, and job creation.
Adult Basic Education
and Training was identified as a ‘presidential
project’ involving a wide
range of government,
university, private sector,
and union representatives
in the establishment of
adult education programs
in every region of the
country.
As the government
designed new education
policies, programs, and
campaigns, many NGOs,
citing lack of funding,
disappeared. Trade
unions were weakened
and dropped their adult
literacy programs.
Sponsors of many postapartheid literacy initiatives, spearheaded by
the Department of
Education, placed their
energy in political symbolism rather than raising
adult literacy.
In 1995 only 0.8% of
provincial budgets were
allocated for adult education. A governmentsponsored qualifications
framework was established to integrate
education and training
at all levels. The National
Literacy Co-operation
was restructured to make
it easier for foreign sponsors. With the government now acting as a
gatekeeper, federal agreements were slow and unpredictable; older NGOs began to downsize and retrench;
new NGOs did not receive funding as promised and
commercial providers took up a bigger piece of the pie.
These actions were followed by several years of failed
national literacy campaigns and initiatives.
Time after time, as the new and developing country
struggled to heal the wounds of apartheid, noble ideas

and good intentions
were met with inadequate resources, increased governmental
oversight, and bad
planning. Promising
to address the appalling
need for adult basic literacy education, the
government sponsored
a succession of initiatives. The 1997
Reconstruction and
Development
Programme, the Ready
to Learn Campaign,
the Multi-year
Implementation Plan,
the Ithuteng Campaign
(in KwaZulu-Natal
and Western Cape
provinces), and the
Inkwelo Project (in
Limpopo and Eastern
Cape provinces) symbolized the government’s promise to
“break the back of illiteracy.” Due to lack of
infrastructure and support these promises
failed. Policies were not
funded, education laws
were not enforced, and
the number of internationally-sponsored
NGOs fell to 150 (from
700 in 1984), as many
continued to fold,
move away, and withdraw their support
from South Africa.
By 1999 the number of Public Adult Learning Centers
had fallen to 998, (down from 1440 in 1996). The government did not adequately plan for or support its
South African National Literacy Initiative, a program
dependent on volunteers. The Adult Basic Education
and Training Act (ABET), established in 2000, required
employers to provide workplace literacy, but policies

were not enforced and
other ABET programs
were not adequately
funded. The few workplace literacy programs
that did comply were not
sustainable and often did
not reach employees
with the greatest needs.

Prior to 1994 black
South African children
growing up in an
apartheid system were
the primary victims of
Bantu education and its
political fallout. Today
those children are
adults, victims of
apartheid, and now
considered a lost generation. Almost 10 million
mostly black South
African adults remain
poorly educated, lacking
the basic knowledge and
skills necessary for
active participation in
their society. Adult literacy and basic education
has been marginalized;
non-governmental organizations are struggling
to survive, and postapartheid government
officials have not found
the political will to follow through on policies
or provisions for adult
education.

In 2004, as the first
decade in post-apartheid
South Africa came to an
end, adult education was
simultaneously ignoring
poor people and failing
black South Africans.
Many former adult
educators had been redeployed to mainstream
(K–12) education; enrollment in university-based
programs and adult education programs declined, and frustration was
on the rise.
CONCLUSION
In 1984 the total federal
budget for education
programs for black South
Africans was less than
1%. Twenty years and a
political revolution later,
the 2004 total federal
budget for adult education for all learners was
less still than 1%. In the
ten years leading to the
defeat of a ruling
apartheid system, adult
education fueled resistance and revolution
against oppression and
marginalization. In the
ten years since apartheid,
adult literacy and basic
education is woefully
neglected, even ignored,
and black South Africans
continue to be separated
by race and class.

The 20-year chronicle
of adult literacy education is indeed baffling
because it lays bare the
1984–1994 rise and the
1994–2004 fall of hope
for education and literacy as a basic human
right for all South
Africans. For many of
the historically disadvantaged, educational
opportunities have
diminished; inequality
has deepened, and hope
has faded.
—Ruth D. Farrar is
Professor of Elementary
and Early Childhood
Education.
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A Mathematical Journey
through the
Land of the Maya
by Philip Scalisi and Paul Fairbanks
(all photographs by Philip Scalisi)
The MAA’s (Mathematical Association of America)
Third Annual Mathematical Study Tour took place
between May 23rd and June 2nd, 2005. It was the first
joint MAA-MEC (Maya Exploration Center) venture.
The purpose was to study ancient Mayan mathematics
in the Yucatán Peninsula of Mexico. Twenty eight MAA
members, ourselves included, traveled through four
Mexican states: Yucatán, Campeche,
Chiapas, and Tabasco. Guiding us and
sharing their immense expertise were
three renowned MEC archaeologists:
Alonso Mendez, Alfonso Morales, and
Christopher Powell. One thing we’d
like you to keep in mind as we
describe this fascinating journey: the
temperature was consistently above
110 F with high humidity. However
our guides were so knowledgeable and
the structures so fascinating that we
were able to concentrate—generally.
THE TOUR
The tour began in Mérida, capital
of Yucatán state. There we attended
seminars on the ancient Mayan
numeration system, geometry,
calendrics, and archaeoastronomy.
The next day was spent entirely at
Chichén Itza, probably the most
famous of all Mayan cities. Chichén
extends over an area of 32 square kilometers containing structures exhibiting a number of diverse architectural
styles: Puuc, Chenes, and MayaYucateco. Many buildings also show
the influence of the Toltecs and
Teotihuacános from central Mexico. Most conspicuous
of these is the great pyramid El Castillo, also known as
the Pyramid of Kukulcán. It is 24 meters (78 feet) high
with a 60 meter (196 feet) wide platform at the base.
This was the first opportunity for our 28 mathematicians to scamper up a Mayan structure; the steps are
much steeper than we’re accustomed to in modern
stairways, and the stones used are often loose and slippery. Quite a challenge and quite a sight! The pyramid’s nine tiers represent the symbolic number of the

Mayan underworld. Stairs on all four sides lead to the
temple at its peak. The north staircase is lined on either
side with carvings of plumed serpents leading down to
giant serpent heads at the bottom. On the spring and
autumn equinoxes (March 21st and September 21st), a
play of light and shadow by the afternoon sun (around
4:00 PM) causes an image of a serpent “coming alive,”

descending to its head in March and ascending from its
head in September. This is an extraordinary example of
the combination of Mayan architectural, astronomical,
and mathematical skills. Chichén’s plumed serpent is
associated with the god-king Kukulcán, the Yucatecan
equivalent of the Teotihuacáno god Quetzalcoatl,
who was introduced from Central Mexico c. 900 A.D.
Kukulcán remained as a major Yucatecan cult until the
Spanish conquest around 1530 A.D.

Several of us were fortunate to enter the interior of El
Castillo as a smaller pyramid exists inside it! After
ascending 62 narrow slippery stairs in a steamy, dark
and dank atmosphere, we came upon the chamber of
the Chac-mool, a reclining figure with its head looking
sideways. Its posture represents a figure descending into
the underworld. Beyond this statue is the throne of the
Red Jaguar, a painted altar inlaid with jade, bone, and
mirrors. This was a memorable experience.

The next day our group journeyed to Dzibilchaltún,
a city noted for having one of the longest histories of
unbroken occupation of any Mayan site, from c. 500
B.C. to c. 1500 A.D. The most important structure here
is the Temple of the Seven Dolls, named after seven
crudely modeled figurines found in it. At dawn on the
spring and autumn equinoxes, the rising sun beams
directly though the east and west doors of the Temple
and along the line of the Sacbé, the main path connecting the two centers of Dzibilchaltún. The equinoxes
were of great importance to the Mayans as they were
indicators for the change in seasons used in their agricultural cycles. This intricate filtering of light into the
inner chambers at specified times enhanced the glory
and “godliness” of the emperors. Later that afternoon
we returned to Mérida for a seminar on Mayan calendrical calculations using the Mayan modified vigesimal
(base 20) numeration system. We shall give more details
on these topics later.

Another important structure at Chichén Itza is the
Caracol (the Snail) or Observatory. It was designed
for tracking the movements of the moon and planets.
Initially built c. 800 A.D., it was altered and added on
to over many centuries. The Caracol tower’s interior
is often described as a spiral, but in reality, it is a series
of concentric circles. The inner core consists of a spiral
staircase (hence the “snail”) which leads to the upper
level. There are three window slits in the sides. One
points due South, a second towards the setting of the
moon at the spring equinox (March 21st), and the third
points to the west towards the setting of the sun on
both equinoxes and the summer solstice (June 21st).

The following day was spent visiting the ruins at
Mayapán, the Spanish missionary monastery at Maní,
and the caves of Loltún. Mayapán was the last Mayan
capital of the Yucatán,
rising to prominence
between 1200 and
1440 A.D. It imitated
Chichén Itza by building smaller but cruder
versions of Chichén’s
El Castillo and Caracol.
Our group visited the
various structures at
Mayapán to take measurements that verified
some of the geometric
formulas discovered by
Christopher Powell.
We were also able to
meet with various site
staff archaeologists and
witness new excavations and restorations.

Chichén Itza contains the
Great Ball Court which is
the largest in Mesoamerica
(168 meters [550 feet] long
and 70 meters [230 feet]
wide). In addition,
Chichén boasts of having
perhaps the most spectacular natural phenomenon
in the Yucatán, the Sacred
Cenote. This natural sinkhole containing water was
used primarily for sacred
ceremonies, and it was
here that Mayan priests
cast children, young virgins, and jewel laden warriors in order to appease
the rain god Chaac. The
appeal of the Cenote to
the Mayans may have
been partly due to the geographic phenomenon that
there are no above ground
rivers or lakes throughout
the Yucatán Peninsula.

Far Left, Top,
Scalisi and Fairbanks
at Golondrinas Falls.
Far Left, Center,
Olmec Head.
Left,
Altar and Temple
of the Seven Dolls.
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Far Left,
Pyramid of the Dwarf Magician.
Immediately Below,
Temple of the Inscriptions.

Mayan cities. It contains the Temple of the Inscriptions,
which sits atop a nine stepped pyramid. The name is
from the three panels bearing glyphic inscriptions that
were set into the walls of the upper temple. Inside the
pyramid is the burial crypt of Palenque’s greatest ruler,
Pakal II who reigned from
615 to 683. It was discovered in 1952 by archaeologist
Alberto Lhuillier after he had come upon a hidden
stairway that descended from the upper temple into
the funerary crypt. This is closed to the general public,
but our guide Alfonso Morales was able to get our
party inside to see Pakal’s tomb. Another unforgettable
experience!

Bottom,
El Castillo.

A side trip was taken to the ruins of Bonampak. In one
temple, there are the only nearly complete and well
preserved mural paintings found in the entire Mayan
world. These murals cover three adjacent rooms from
top to bottom. They tell the story of Lord Chan-Muann
(reigned 776–795) and his battles against the enemies of
Bonampak. These paintings are extremely vivid and
truly spectacular!

We then journeyed to Maní, where the oldest of all the
Spanish missionary monasteries in the Yucatán is situated. It was built c. 1550 A.D. Father Diego de Landa
(1524–79) was the first head of the Franciscans and the
second Bishop of Yucatán. Landa has become both
famous and infamous in Mayan history and archaeology. In 1566 he wrote a book entitled “Relación de las
Cosas de Yucatán” (“Relation of the Affairs of the
Yucatán”), a thorough account of all aspects of preconquest Mayan civilization. Much of our present
day knowledge of the Mayan calendars and the decipherment of Mayan glyphs is based on the Relación.
But Landa learned in 1562 that a large number of Maya
were secretly “practicing idolatry” and so he organized
an “auto-da-fé” in front of the monastery at Maní.
There the “idolaters” were tortured and humiliated,
Mayan ceramics and sculptures were destroyed, and
thousands of books (“codices”) were burned. Landa had
written “the people also used certain characters or letters with which they wrote in their books their ancient
things and sciences, and with these figures and some
signs, they understood and taught. We discovered a
great number of these books with these letters and as
they had nothing that did not contain superstition and
lies of the devil, we burned all of them with the great
lament and despite the Indians.” Today there are only
four Mayan manuscript codices in existence.

Traveling from Maní, we arrived at Loltún, where the
most spectacular of the Yucatán cave systems is located. These caves were occupied by local people from prehistoric times to the mid 19th century. Artifacts dating
back to 10,000 B.C. have been found here providing the
earliest evidence of human occupation in the Yucatán.
The caverns are truly impressive, exhibiting rich rock
patterns, sonorous stalactites, and beautiful Mayan
carvings from the classic period.
Later that evening we arrived at Uxmal in preparation
for a lecture on Mayan calculations on the transit of
Venus as seen in the Dresden Codex. The following day
was spent taking measurements of the main structures
in Uxmal and the nearby ruins at Kabah and Labna.
Alfonso Mendez discussed the astronomical significance of the various orientations exhibited by some of
the temples, especially of the Pyramid of the Dwarf
Magician at Uxmal, the Codz-Poop (“Palace of Masks”)
at Kabah, and the Great Arch at Labna.
Our next stop was at Edzná in Campeche. Edzná is
famous for its unique combination of architectural
styles as exemplified by the Edificio de los Cinco Pisos
(Building of the Five Stories) built between 652 and
800. In typical Mayan fashion, many of the other structures at Edzná are aligned with the Cinco Pisos along
the line of the moon at specific times during the year.
Upon leaving Edzná, we traveled to Palenque in
Chiapas. Palenque is considered to be one of the most
beautiful and most important of all classic period

Back in Palenque, several informal sessions were held
discussing Palenque’s role in Mayan astronomy as well
as calendrical calculations using the modified vigesimal
numeration system with its related glyphs. We then
journeyed to our tour’s final destination Villahermosa
in Tabasco. There we visited the Parque La Venta, where
over 30 colossal basalt heads and other sculptures are
on display. These magnificent treasures came from the
Olmec site at La Venta and date from 900 to 400 B.C.
They were transported to Villahermosa in the 1950s
for protection when oil explorations threatened their
preservation.
THE MAYAN CODICES
The Maya created an incalculable number of books or codices. They were made
of paper made from the inner bark of fig
trees, today called amatl (amate) paper.
Occasionally, deer skin or cotton cloth
was used. They were flattened, colored
with a lime paste and then folded accordion style. Today only four codices have
survived. This is due mainly to the mass
burning of all codices found by 16th century Spanish missionaries. The instigator of this act was Friar Diego de Landa
alluded to earlier. Every codex was
designed in relation to the spiritual
world and dealt with Mayan history,
divinations, religion, astronomy and
agricultural cycles. Much of our current
knowledge of the Maya is based on
these codices.
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MAYAN MATHEMATICS
The Mayans used a vigesimal (base 20) numeration system. The use of base 20 was probably due to their ancient
ancestors counting with both fingers and toes. As such, 20 digits, 0 to 19 were needed. Only three special symbols
were used to generate them: a dot (•) to represent 1, a bar (— ) to represent 5, and a glyphic symbol ( O ) with
several variants to represent 0. Numbers were generally written vertically with increasing powers of 20 from
•••
•
bottom to top. For example, 20 and 67 were written O = 1 X 20 + 0 and •• = 3 X 20 + 7, respectively.
The Mayans modified their system for three or more digit numerals. So, instead of 1, 20, 202 = 400, 203 = 8000,
•
204 = 160,000, etc…, they used 1, 20, 18 x 20 = 360, 18 x 202 = 7200, 18 x 203 = 144,000, etc…. Thus
•••

A MATHEMATICAL JOURNEY THROUGH THE LAND OF THE MAYA PHILIP SCALISI AND PAUL FAIRBANKS

The four known codices are
referred to as the Dresden,
Paris, Madrid, and Grolier.
The Dresden Codex is considered to be the best preserved,
most beautiful and complete
of the four. It is kept in the
Staatarchiv of Dresden in
Germany. It is made of amatl
paper, and screen-folded into
39 sheets, each 9CM wide by
20.4CM high and 3.5M long
when opened. Made between
1000 and 1200, it is linked to
the Yucatecan Maya at
Chichén Itza. It is essentially
an astronomy text which
includes tables dealing with
eclipses and the planet Venus.

= 1 X 360 + 5 X 20 + 3 = 463.
This modified vigesimal system was used exclusively in the codices (especially the Dresden), their monumental
stelae, murals, ceramics, and temple facades. It met the needs of astronomical observation and the reckoning of
time. The Mayans not only recorded where an event took place, but also when. It was the property of the rulers
and astronomer priests, and so its main applications were for astronomical and calendrical calculations.
The Maya used two calendars simultaneously: The Tzolk’in (sacred, ritual) and the Haab (vague, civil, solar).
The Tzolk’in consists of 260 days made up of thirteen 20 day months. (13 x 20 = 260). One of the theories for

The Paris Codex (Codex Peresianus) is preserved in the
Bibliotheque Nationale and consists of 11 sheets, each
13CM by 24CM. Unfortunately it is in poor condition
with only the central part of each page reasonably
intact. It deals with ceremonial practices and predictions concerning the New Year and the Zodiac. It is
thought to have come from 13th centrury Palenque.

the basis of the Tzolk’in cycle is that the human gestation cycle averages 260 days. The Haab is more similar
to our own Gregorian calendar. It is called the “vague” year because it consists of 365 days and does not include
a leap year. It consists of eighteen 20 day months. Since 18 x 20 = 360, an extra “month” (the Uayeb) of five days
was added at the end of the final full month. The Maya combined the Tzolk’in and the Haab to create a larger
52 year cycle called the Calendar Round. This is because the least common multiple of 260 and 365 is 18,980 days
= 52 Haab years = 73 Tzolk’in years.

The Madrid Codex is preserved in the Museo del
Americas in Madrid, Spain. It is screen-folded into
56 leaves, each 12CM by 24CM and dates to the 14th
century. It is also known as the Tro-Cortesianus
Codex because its first documented owner was a
paleography professor, Juan de Tro y Ortolano, and
because Madrid’s Archaeological Museum felt it
belonged to Hernán Cortes.

Also, the Maya measured time on an absolute timescale based on a creation (“starting”) date and measuring
forward from this. This date is usually taken to be Aug. 13, 3114 B.C. (much like the way we use Jan. 1, 0 A.D.).
This linear day count is called the “Long Count.” For example, the Leyden Plate/Pendant (Rijksmuseum voor
VolkenKunde, Leyden, Holland) shows a Mayan warrior trampling a prisoner on one side and a long count
date on the other side. This date is 8 x 144,000 + 14 x 7,200 + 3 x 360 + 1 x 20 + 12 = 1,253,912 days. A simple
calculation shows that this pendant was carved in 320 A.D. We abbreviate the form of this numeral as 8.14.3.1.12.
It was long believed that the Leyden Plate was the oldest dated Mayan artifact, but an artifact was recently

The fourth Codex is called the Grolier because of
where it was originally exhibited (the Grolier Club
in New York City). Its current location is unknown.
It is also quite unlike the other three in its textual
arrangement, and as a result, some scholars feel it is
a fake. However, most deem it to be genuine.

discovered at El Baul, Guatemala which dates to 36 A.D. It should also be mentioned that unlike our calendar,
the Mayans had an end date. Dec. 23, 2012. This represents the end of a cycle 13.0.0.0.0.
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Watched
by Collin Asmus

Café Einstein: Vienna, Austria I. Oil on linen, 18" x 24"

M

WATCHED COLLIN ASMUS

y work involves images
taken from public web
cameras around the
world. In some cases,
the people in my
paintings have no idea
they are being observed by others via the Internet, let alone
that they are having their image painted and preserved.
My images function on a variety of levels: to raise
questions regarding privacy and how modern technology is
affecting our lives, and to reflect contemporary technology’s
influence on traditional subject matter such as portraiture
and genre scenes.
Café Einstein: Vienna, Austria I (facing page) and
Café Einstein: Vienna, Austria II (pages 16, 17) depict the same
place, but at different times. My plan is to visit this café every
year or so and make paintings based on the images I capture
from their web cameras. It will be interesting to see this
particular place change over time and to follow inevitable
advances to web cam technology.
Some of my web cam paintings are portraits
executed from live Internet chatroom broadcasts. In the
painting on page 18, I include information the ‘sitter’ writes
exactly as it appears on screen because of what it communicates
about the subject’s sense of self.
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Café Einstein: Vienna, Austria II.

WATCHED COLLIN ASMUS

(Detail)

Café Einstein: Vienna, Austria II. Oil on linen, 48" x 60"
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Who Will Teach the Teachers?
Collaboration between Liberal Arts
and Education in Teacher Training at BSC

WATCHED COLLIN ASMUS

`

Drop-in Centre.

Oil on linen, 32" x 24"

by William C. Levin

If you want to teach at the college level today, you must
have an earned doctorate. Departments want expertise
in their teachers. Have you mastered the core material
in your discipline? Do you understand its methods of
study, and have you conducted research of your own

This model has led to some sad classroom situations.
From the point of view of the student, a teacher who
has world class expertise in the subject he or she is
teaching, but who has no skills in teaching, may as well
be entirely uneducated. I have heard students say of a

that demonstrates both expertise in some special area
of inquiry and promise for future research? In short, do
you have advanced knowledge that you can offer to the
students at, for example, Bridgewater State College?

teacher that “He’s brilliant. He must be because I don’t
understand a thing he’s saying in class.” I’ve had the
same reaction to a lecture in which I can’t grasp what
is being said. At least that is how I react when I’m in a
generous mood. When I’m not I just assume the speaker
can’t teach. So, the brilliant expert who can’t teach
would be a waste in the classroom.

Anyone who has completed a doctorate can tell you war
stories about the program that had to be completed to
earn a Ph.D. I’ve heard plenty and told my share. But
among all the stories I've heard of requirements for mastery of foreign languages, area exams and dissertation
proposals and defenses, none has included a story about
the courses on how to teach. That is because doctoral
programs rarely include such courses, and when they
do they are only a tiny fraction of one’s graduate education. It is assumed that once you have earned a doctorate, your expertise in your subject will be enough to
make you a college or university teacher.

Of course, the opposite condition is no improvement.
Consider the faculty member who is a gifted and dedicated teacher, but who has no competence in the subject of the class. There might be great rapport established with the students, and even a wonderful sense of
work and collaboration in the learning process. However, the classroom result would be just as bad as the
previous situation. Nothing would be learned.
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Bridgewater State started as a teacher training institution more than 150 years ago, and is the single largest
educator of school teachers in the Commonwealth.
Here we are acutely aware that the challenge of turning
out good teachers raises the same issues for the
Kindergarten through 12th grade as it does for college
teaching. The effective teacher must have competence
in both their subject area and in the teaching of the
material. For this to happen the college’s Liberal Arts
and Education schools must collaborate in the training
of school teachers.

WHO WILL TEACH THE TEACHERS? WILLIAM C. LEVIN

You might think such collaboration would result automatically from the fact that students who want to be

licensed to teach in Massachusetts must study in both
areas. Those training to teach in Kindergarten through
the sixth grade must complete double majors in elementary education and a liberal arts subject. Those wishing
to teach at the middle or high school levels must major
in a liberal arts subject and complete an education
minor. In addition, the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts requires that those wishing to teach in
the state pass the Massachusetts Tests for Educator
Licensure (MTEL) with includes both tests of their
communication and literacy skills and subject tests
such as in math, biology or English. But, as the deans of
these schools at Bridgewater agree, the faculty members
in education and the liberal arts have not always collaborated easily in the training of teachers. Anna Bradfield,
Dean of the School of Education and Allied Studies, and
Howard London, Dean of the School of Arts and
Sciences agree that there are some long standing differ-

ences between the ways that their disciplines approach
issues, and that make working together in teacher training more difficult. As a result, they have been working
to increase the quality of the collaboration between
their schools in the training of teachers by the college.
In numerous meetings and workshops they have made
it clear that while faculty members in the Liberal Arts
typically are absorbed by whatever subject they may
study and teach, faculty members in the Education
School are normally driven by the challenges of enabling
students to learn. We should want it to be this way.
However, in the training of teachers it is possible for the
balance of the two to be upset, and for the two voices to

speak past one another or, worse still, to not speak with
one another at all. One important component of the
efforts to improve collaboration has been the hiring of
faculty members in the Liberal Arts who have training
in, and respect for, the importance of both components
of teacher training.
For example, John Kucich of the English Department,
a former middle and high school teacher who earned his
Ph.D. in English from Tufts University, lists among his
academic interests both 19th century American
Literature and the Teaching of English. Dr. Kuchich
teaches a course on “Strategies for Teaching English in
the High School” in which he says he attempts to
“address the enormously complicated task of teaching
English in a secondary school classroom.” In his own
teaching he came to see the importance of knowing
how to teach to students who were so different from
one another in how they learned. He believes that if the
English majors in his strategies courses are to become
good teachers, they should bring a great deal to their

classrooms. So, a teacher in training must not only be
able to understand a poem they will one day teach to
others, but must love the literature. This is a critical
fuel that motivates the teaching. And lastly, the teacher
must have the skills and experience to be able to transmit both the knowledge and the love of the subject to a
wide range of students who
vary greatly in their levels of
motivation, previous training, skills and styles of learning. He is constantly reminded of the fact that teachers
need flexibility and imagination to teach well, but that
these qualities are not possible without real mastery of
the material they are teaching. This balance of teaching
technique and content mastery reminds Dr. Kucich of
the way a musician cannot
hope to improvise and interpret a composition without
the hard won mastery of
the instrument.

in History and Heidi Burgil in Math. These are the culminating courses before a student begins his or her field
placement as a student teacher. Dr. Yeamans recognizes
that the strategies of teaching in any content area
require skill in a range of areas, such as sequencing for
lesson planning, classroom leadership and organization
and the creation of active
learning experiences among
others. She acknowledges
that there is tension built
into the differing emphases
on content versus teaching
method. After all, people
choose their vocations
based on what they believe
matters most. However,
she is one of the people on
the campus who takes seriously the task of balancing
and integrating the two
areas in the training of
teachers at Bridgewater.
—William C. Levin is
Professor of Sociology and
Associate Editor of the
Bridgewater Review.

Jeff Williams, a faculty
member in the Physics
Department, who with
John Jahoda of the Biology
Department several years
ago was awarded a grant to develop a model teaching
strategies course at Bridgewater, now teaches a course
on “Teaching Strategies in Integrated Science.” Like
John Kucich, he also supervises student teachers at
their school placements. He says he teaches the course
because he was concerned that his physics majors who
wanted to teach often told him that they didn’t think
they were prepared to bring their physics knowledge
to the task of teaching in high school. He also saw for
himself that a student could have strong courses in
both education methods and in a content area like
physics, and still not be able to “bring the two together.” So Dr. Williams’ goal in his strategies course is to
give students the experience they need to synthesize
content and teaching methods.
For Lynn Yeamans, Chair of Secondary Education and
Professional Programs at the college, the ability of a
teacher to organize 25 students ranging from the
youngest of “ankle biters” to high school seniors is
critical to bringing any sort of skills or content knowledge to them. Dr. Yeamans works with faculty members from the Arts and Sciences School who teach
strategies courses within the education program,
including John Kucich, Jeff Williams, Lucy Fortunato
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Enclave in a Small Town
ENCLAVE IN A SMALL TOWN: THE IRISH IN NORWOOD, MASSACHUSETTS PATRICIA J. FANNING

The Irish in Norwood, Massachusetts
by Patricia J. Fanning
The increase of the Irish population in suburban Boston
has often been attributed to natural migration patterns
after World War II as the children of immigrants who
served in the war took advantage of the G.I. Bill and
moved to affordable locations in the suburbs. Then,
common wisdom says, the “white flight” of the 1970s
increased their numbers further. But these assumptions
overlook the influx of Irish immigrants directly into
less urban locations surrounding Boston. The story
of the Irish in one such community, Norwood, brings
to light a unique migratory trend
and experience.

12 by 12 foot rooms, lighting was from whale oil lamps
and lanterns, a bucket-well provided water, and the
sanitary facilities consisted of a sole privy for several
families. After a few years of steady employment and
frugality, however, most tenants moved into homes
of their own.

Initially encountering discrimination and the disdain
of some of the town’s residents, the Irish kept to themselves and quickly developed a distinct and flourishing
community. They became the mainstay of
St. Catherine of Siena Catholic
Church, founded in 1863
Norwood began life
when a building was
purchased from
as South Dedham,
the Universalist
part of the
Society. In 1890
town of
Dedham,
the parish
which was
obtained its
itself
first resident
founded
pastor and
in 1636.
by 1910 a
By the midnew church
nineteenth
building,
century, it
still one of
was an almost
Norwood’s
Moses Guild’s converted
wagon barn: home to the
exclusively Angloarchitectural landfirst Irish immigrants to
Saxon Protestant, primarks, had been conarrive in Norwood.
marily Congregationalist,
structed. Appropriately, the
community of approximately 1,500
first baptismal ceremonies held in the
residents. But, as fate would have it, just as the Norfolk
new church on December 25, 1910 were those of Joseph
County Railroad was being built and industrial factoConley, John Horgan, and Christopher O’Neil. The first
ries—tanneries, printing mills, and ink works the largest
marriage in St. Catherine of Siena was that joining Ellen
among them -- sought laborers in South Dedham, the
Donovan and Cornelius Cleary on April 17, 1911.
Irish were being driven from their home country by a
In addition to their dominance of St. Catherine’s parish,
disastrous multi-year potato blight and subsequent
the Norwood Irish started their own neighborhood
famine. Upon their arrival, there was little in the way
stores with Peter Flaherty’s grocery store, later known
of housing in the community. Consequently, many of
as Shurfine Market, one of the first to open. Across the
these Irish pioneers, arriving primarily from Counties
railroad tracks, T. J. Casey’s grocery was founded in
Clare and Mayo in southwestern Ireland, found them1879. In 1890, the firm of Pendergast and Callahan,
selves without a place to live until Moses Guild convertfounded by Edward Pendergast and Daniel Callahan,
ed his old wagon barn into a tenement. According to
both Norwood-born sons of Irish immigrants, succeedlegend, both floors of the building were divided into
ed Casey. In 1895, John Callahan, Daniel’s brother, went
into business under the name of the Norwood Furniture
Company. A few years later, Daniel joined his brother in

the family enterprise and
Callahan’s
Norwood
Furniture
Company
occupied a
storefront on
Washington
Street for
decades.
Another successful IrishAmerican was
James Folan who,
in 1887, opened a
small shoe store in
Norwood center. He
eventually made his
mark in real estate
and even helped
found the Norwood
Business Association.
Despite individual
achievers, the majority
of the Irish remained in
the working class. They
found employment at the Lyman
Smith’s Sons tannery, the New York
and New England Railroad Car Shops,
and the American Brake Shoe &
Foundry Company. When economic
hard times made employment at the
local factories uncertain, many Irish
turned to the town’s public works, police,
and fire departments. Residentially, the Irish also
remained segregated in particular neighborhoods. A
1913 “racial survey” of Norwood published in the
Norwood Messenger by town statistician Joseph F.
Gould identified three districts within Norwood which
were populated by the Irish, nicknamed Dublin,
Galway, and Cork City. Only two of these can be traced
today, however: “Dublin,” located along Railroad
Avenue, west of Washington Street, and “Cork City,”
radiating out from Railroad Avenue to the east of
Washington Street.

Within these districts, various organizations emerged.
Casey Hall, built by Thomas Casey behind his store,
became the rallying place for members of local trade
unions as well as the headquarters for Norwood’s chapter of the Ancient Order of Hibernians, founded in
1880. As a charitable society whose purpose was “to
give aid to widows and orphans, to provide for the sick,
and to befriend the stranger,” the A.O.H. distributed
sick and death benefits and acquired a substantial plot
in the town’s Highland Cemetery for those in need.
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Ted, Terrell and Angie and The Limits of Sociopathy
In 1912, the
Norwood Gaelic
Club, an organization whose chief
purposes were to
promote a United
Ireland, spread a
knowledge of Gaelic,
and perform other
beneficial activities for
the community, was
founded by Patrick Kelly,
Michael Lydon, Peter
Flaherty, and Daniel
Collins. Like the A.O.H.,
the Gaelic Club promoted
the unity of local Irish and
Irish-American residents.
The group met in Conger
Hall, on the second floor of a
commercial building which
bordered the Dublin and Cork
City neighborhoods. It was
officially renamed Gaelic Hall in
1927 and the club continued to
meet there until the 1950s.
Well into the twentieth century, the Norwood Irish
fostered a rather remarkable chain migration. Family
and neighbors from Ireland, particularly from the
Gaelic-speaking villages along the South Connemara
coast, emigrated not just to America, but to Norwood
in particular. This migratory pattern was confirmed
anecdotally by Gaelic scholar Maureen Murphy and
statistically by the 1950 U.S. Census. Murphy recounted that when she was learning the language in the mid1960s in Ireland, she would ask people if they’d ever
been to Dublin, and many times the reply would be (in
Gaelic, of course) “I haven’t been that far, but I’ve been
to Norwood.” Furthermore, an analysis of the 1950 U.S.
Census statistics, completed by Frank Sweetser of
Boston University’s Department of Sociology, disclosed
that, with the exception of the expected groupings of
Irish-born residents in portions of Boston, the Dublin
and Cork City neighborhoods of Norwood held the
highest concentration of Foreign-born Irish in the entire
Metropolitan Boston area. Norwood’s Irish neighborhoods, in fact, had such distinctive social and economic
characteristics that they were allotted their own census

by William C. Levin

tract number. Gaelic was
often heard around the
neighborhoods and in
such local spots as the
Irish Heaven, a barroom
housed in a small, twostory clapboard building
next to the municipal
light department on
Central Street. There,
the most accomplished
twentieth century
writer of fiction in
the Irish language,
Máirtin Ó Cadhain,
spent many hours.
Norwood even figures in Ó Cadhain’s 1949
masterpiece work Cre na Cille, translated as
“Churchyard Clay,” in which one of the novel’s main
events is a key character’s immigration to Norwood.
For nearly 100 years, then, from the time of the Great
Famine until after the Second World War, Norwood was
a prime destination of Irish-born immigrants. As their
ranks swelled, the Irish maintained their dominance in
St. Catherine’s parish, which came to be known locally
as the “Irish Church.” Irish dancing, music, and festivities were immensely popular and Irish and IrishAmerican owned businesses flourished. As the decades
passed, the community’s Irish immigrants remained,
along with their children and grandchildren. By the
2000 Census, a full 37.4 percent of the town’s population reported Irish ancestry. It appears that Norwood’s
Irish enclave has deep and sturdy roots. Far from being
the result of a Boston Irish migration, Norwood’s Irish
population has a distinctive and continuing history of
its own.
—Patricia J.Fanning is Associate Professor of Sociology and
Associate Editor of the Bridgewater Review.

What do Ted Bundy, Terrell Owens and our Aunt Angie
have in common? Give up? The answer is that none of
them has ever given a hoot about you. In fact, they
seem never to have given a hoot about anyone but
themselves, and it seems to me that this is a growing
problem in our culture. Among the many people
who could be used to illustrate extreme selfishness, I chose them because I think they cover
nicely the full range of the condition of
sociopathy. Let’s start with Mr. Owens
because he has been so much in the
news recently.
Terrell Owens, the
star receiver for the
Philadelphia Eagles
football team, was
suspended for four
games this fall for
“conduct detrimental to the
team.” Owens,
who is famous
for his flamboyant celebrations on the
field of his
own catches,
had apparently put the
spotlight on
himself once
too often for
his coaches and
teammates. The tipping point was reached when
Owens said that the Eagles showed “a lack of class” for
not publicly recognizing his 100th career touchdown
catch in a game he played in on October 23rd. Given
Owens’ salary level, his suspension for four games will
cost him about $800,000. Since then the newspapers
and sports broadcasts have been filled with stories about
Owens’s subsequent apologies to his teammates, the
team’s decision not to play him for the rest of the season and the hearings on the case between the players’

union and the
league. Fans have
been in an uproar.
Much ado about
not so much,
do you think?
I think not.
You don’t have to
be a Philadelphia
Eagles fan to find
this story fascinating. It would have
“legs” solely because
of the amount of
money involved.
Once you include
all sources of
revenue, from
television and
product
endorsements to
concessions and
stadium
construction, professional
football
in America
is a multibillion
dollar business. Owens will
lose money, but so will his team. A National
Football League team with a winning record can
count on much more income from a range of these
sources than one that does not make the playoffs. But I
want to make the case that the story here is much bigger than sports fanaticism or even big bucks can justify.
This is a story of the individual versus the group.
Here is an athlete of exceptional talent and accomplishments who could well make the difference between a
successful or failed season for his team. Everyone who
cares about the sport agrees that he is that good. But his
coaches, teammates and team owners have said publicly
that they will be better off without him. The team’s
quarterback put it in terms that coaches use all the
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time. “For the guys in the locker room, we win together
and we lose together” In short, the good of the group
was put in jeopardy by this guy’s selfishness.
A team sport like football can provide us with an especially good laboratory for understanding individual versus group needs. But the operation of these forces in
the larger society are a great deal more important to
the way we live our real lives. (I use the term “real lives”
here in the full recognition that many football fans consider their devotion to team to be their “real lives.” For
them, I can only say goodbye as this article continues
into areas in which they will have no interest.) We
already have a term to describe the behavior of a person
like Owens. The term is sociopathy.
Sociopaths care only about satisfying their own needs
or desires. They don’t, or can’t, consider the needs of
others. Among the traits listed for sociopaths in a variety of sources on the subject, including the most recent
edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, published by the American Psychiatric
Association, are: grandiose sense of self, lack of remorse
or guilt, glibness and superficial charm, pathological
lying, shallow emotions, risk taking and inability to
form bonds with others. The professionals in psychology and sociology have for some years been engaging in
the usual amount of debate about what to call such a
condition, with the terms sociopath, psychopath and
antisocial personality disorder at the center of the discussion. For the purposes of this article, I prefer the
term sociopath because it puts the emphasis on the
consequences for the group rather than the individual.
I am, after all, a sociologist.
So, a sociopath is a person who pursues his or her own
interests without concern for the consequences of those
actions for others. But don’t we all do things that put
our interests first? In fact, isn’t the pursuit of happiness, at the individual level, a core American value? If
this is the case, then the decision about what is excessive selfishness is a matter of judgment. We should
look at the limits of selfishness if we are to decide who
is a sociopath.

In finding the boundaries of a concept, it is necessary
to go to the extremes. Consider the mass murderer Ted
Bundy, an individual to whom all the professional analysts apply the term sociopath. Between 1974 and 1978
Bundy killed numerous young women in four American
states. Though his total number of victims is unknown,
Bundy confessed to 30 murders. He was by all accounts
intelligent, handsome and charming. He also seemed
totally without remorse for his crimes, nor concerned in
the least about the women he killed. In fact, his lack of
concern for the well being of others was remarkable for
its lack of animosity. Robert D. Hare, a researcher in
psychopathology at the University of British Columbia,
and author of, Without Conscience: The Disturbing World of
the Psychopaths Among Us, has described the behavior of
people like Bundy as follows. “For them, violence and
threats are handy tools to be used when they are
angered, defied or frustrated, and they give little
thought to the pain and humiliation experienced by
the victims. Their violence is callous and instrumental—used to satisfy a simple need, such as sex, or to
obtain something he or she wants—and the individual’s
reactions to the event are much more likely to be indifference, a sense of power, pleasure, or smug satisfaction
than regret at the damage done. Certainly nothing to
lose any sleep over.” Notice that this sort of criminal is,
in an odd way, not “crazy” in the sense that most of us
use the term. Here is where the distinction between a
psychopath and sociopath becomes critical. We often
use the term psychopath to refer to a criminal who
commits a crime not knowing the difference between
right and wrong, nor what the consequences of an
action might be. American courts do allow such a
defense against criminal charges, though the defense
rarely succeeds. The logic is that a psychopath may lack
the ability to form intent, and cannot, therefore, be held
responsible for his or her actions in the same way that a
sane person should. By contrast, a sociopath is a person
who does recognize the difference between right and
wrong, but doesn’t care and so commits the crime anyway. This is what makes the crimes of a sociopath
especially offensive to us. A person who understands
the damage he or she does to others, but does not care,
threatens our fundamental assumptions about the
effect that normal socialization should have on our
behavior. If we teach our children that what they do
has consequences for others, they should, as a consequence, become responsible citizens. But this doesn’t
hold for sociopaths.

Bundy and Owens are famous for their selfishness.
They serve as symbols of sociopathy. But does this
problem threaten your ordinary life? I contend that
we Americans increasingly suffer from what I think
of as everyday sociopathy, and that it threatens the
stability and quality of our social lives. This brings
me to Aunt Angie.

Nothing would deter Angie in her pursuit of what she
wanted at the moment, and that certainly included the
needs of others. I believe I see more and more of Aunt
Angie in the everyday behavior around us. Here’s my
best, and scariest illustration. In defense of his recent
purchase of a massive SUV, an acquaintance of mine
recently told me that “My wife is not the best driver in
the world, and if she gets into an accident with our kids
in the car, I want her to be the one to walk away.” This
is more than bad manners. It is a murderous form of
selfishness. The giant SUV’s parked in two spaces, the
full-volume cell phone conversations at the table next
to yours in even upscale restaurants and the thousand
other selfish behaviors in our daily lives seem to be
increasing in both frequency and intensity. Worse, they
seem to have become more acceptable, even normative.
If there is more everyday sociopathy in our normal lives
in public, we face a threat to the civility and cohesiveness of our social world. As a sociologist I understand
that the struggle is not new. I assume that it is as old
as the first formation of a social group in which the
individual liberties of its members were limited in the
interest of the social benefits of membership. However,
every group of people must constantly test and readjust
its tolerance for selfishness in the culture, or the social
glue that holds us will be weakened. We should continue to punish the behavior of famous sociopaths, but
we should also act against its milder forms in our everyday lives.

Angie was a relative in the family who was infamous
for behavior that I now classify as sociopathic. I have
chosen just a few of the countless stories that still run
around the Thanksgiving table when we remember her
semi-fondly. There was the time she became irritated at
the long wait in a line at the bank and loudly complained to others in the line that “This place is terrible.
Someone should bomb it.” Before she knew what was
happening, she was lifted by the elbows by two armed
guards and carried to the street. At her court hearing on
the charges, Angie is reported to have so loudly and
harshly berated the judge for her bad treatment that she
was released with only a warning. Then there was the
time she was attending a World’s Fair and saw Lee
Iacocca, then Chairman of Chrysler Corporation, who
was attending the fair with a large contingent of local
big-wigs and dignitaries. “Lemon,” Angie screamed at
him. “You sold me a lemon.” She was so loud, repetitive
and disruptive that she stopped all normal behavior
around her. Poor Mr. Iaccoca had no chance for a normal
day, and Angie got a new car out of it. Angie’s favorite
activity was watching daytime soap operas. After her
husband died of a heart attack, (at quite a young age,
curiously) Angie had a way of settling in with family
members for long stretches. During one such visit, the
“host” family had had enough. The dad in the family
disconnected the antenna inside the television, reducing
the soaps to a screen of snow and garble. Angie was furious. Every family member claimed incompetence in the
matter of repair of such a problem, so Angie stalked out
to the sidewalk in front of the house and stopped the
first male walking past. “Come fix the television,” she
demanded. The first poor guy pulled away from the grip
she had on his upper arm, but the second was cowed.
His insistence that he knew nothing about televisions
had no effect. He was “Angied” by then. He actually
came into the house and tried to fix the thing. Angie
eventually gave up and walked to the home of another
relative to take up residence.

—William C. Levin is Professor of Sociology
and Associate Editor of the Bridgewater Review.
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(Center for the Advancement of Research and Teaching)

CART—DAY OF DIALOGUE
Bridgewater State College has a distinguished history
in teacher education and the mission of the School of
Education and Allied Studies (SEAS), which prepares
professional educators who will function successfully in
an ever-evolving pluralistic society, has been central to
the mission of the College for nearly 160 years. The
SEAS has adopted the
“Growth of the Professional
Educator” Model for its programs and is committed to
supporting professionalism,
effective practices, and collaboration within the
School of Education and
among school systems and
teachers throughout southeastern Massachusetts.
Within this philosophy,
the relationship between
the college and cooperating
teachers—those who agree
to host and mentor student
teachers—is a vital one.
Understanding the significance of this ongoing relationship, two Bridgewater
State College professors, Dr.
Barbara Bautz and Dr. Kelly
Donnell, collaborated to create the Day of Dialogue project, a day-long seminar for
cooperating teachers filled
with discussion, support
and recognition for those
often overlooked practition-

ers. Funded by a Center for the Advancement of
Research and Teaching (CART) grant, the workshop
was held on April 7, 2005 and was attended by ten
teachers from Randolph and Brockton. “We wanted
to find a way to strengthen the school-college partnership,” stated Dr. Bautz, who has run similar programs
here at Bridgewater since
1992, “both by explaining
the Bridgewater State
College teacher education
philosophy and by supporting the work of cooperating practitioners.”
According to Bautz, classroom teachers are sometimes excluded from the
discussions that take place
at the college-level regarding student teacher expectations and standards. As
was pointed out in the
CART application, these
public school educators,
who work with student
teachers all day, every day,
for an entire semester,
often lack the support,
information, and collaborative environment necessary
to be effective mentors.
Thus, Day of Dialogue was
created to bring the classroom teachers into the center of the discussion. “One
of our goals was to promote a seamless transition
from Bridgewater’s teacher
preparation courses to the
public school classroom,”

Barbara Bautz
and Kelly Donnell.

Bautz explained. To do this, part of the program
addressed the requirements for student teaching and
the cooperating practitioner’s role via a clinical supervision video and an open exchange of ideas. Attendees
particularly enjoyed meeting with other professionals
to talk about having a student teacher in the classroom,
the process of mentoring, and the rewards and drawbacks of the experience. Such collaboration and mutual
understanding on these subjects is essential if the student teaching experience is to be rewarding for both the
student and the cooperating teacher/mentor.

to observe and be observed by peer professionals in
order to keep current within the disciplines and to share
successful classroom ideas and activities.
Bautz and Donnell do not intend this to be the last Day
of Dialogue they hold. “We’d like to try different models, topics, and teacher populations,” Donnell said. For
example, workshops could be held for new and experienced cooperating teachers to learn from one another,
or sessions could focus on time management problems,
conflict resolution issues, or the process of mentoring.
“The options are really endless.” she concluded. Within
her own research, Dr. Bautz has always been interested
in the experience of beginning teachers and their development into successful practitioners. In the future, she
hopes to follow some Bridgewater State College graduates into their own classrooms. “I want to center my
research on second and third year teachers to find out
what resources, opportunities, and supports the College
can offer them as their careers progress.”

But the SEAS faculty did not stop there. “In addition,
we wanted to know how we could assist the classroom
teachers,” Donnell said, “because an honest exploration
of professional satisfaction among classroom practitioners leads directly back to the classroom environment
and ultimately pupil success, which is what we are all
after.” For that reason, the day also included a lively discussion about the experiences and expectations of the
teachers attending: What had their first teaching experience been like? What were their fears, successes, and
disappointments? How had they coped? Participants
were also given educational materials, including a copy
of What Keeps Teachers Going?, a book by Sonia Nieto
that shares the stories of veteran teachers who continue
to meet the challenges of today’s classrooms enthusiastically. Nieto’s book focuses on public school teachers in
urban locations, those who work among the most marginalized students in our public schools. Its subject matter related well to another aspect of the Day of
Dialogue. “One of my own research interests has been
the process of learning to teach in an urban setting,”
Donnell explained, “so I was thrilled when Barbara
invited me to join her on this project and we chose to
focus on teachers from urban, high-need school districts
like Randolph, Brockton, and Fall River.” These teachers
and school districts together host a number of student
teachers from Bridgewater State College each year and
although the project sought to strengthen the ‘student
teaching triad’—college student, college faculty, and
public school teacher—another significant goal was to
offer support, resources, and recognition to those local
public school teachers who are willing to open their
classrooms as cooperating practitioners. The fact that
the Bridgewater professors had made the time to meet
with them, had provided educational materials, and had
listened to their feedback was all appreciated by the
teachers who attended. In particular, it was a unique
opportunity to share experiences and enthusiasm with
one another. Many teachers also indicated their desire

There is an adage that describes the basic philosophy
underlying Bridgewater’s professional education
model: “Effective teachers are neither born nor made;
they are developed.” Drs. Bautz and Donnell are seeing
to it that Bridgewater State College’s School of Education and Allied Studies does its best to assist in that
development, not just for Bridgewater students and
graduates but for public school teachers across the
region. They agree that the important thing is to keep
the “dialogue” going.

Participants in the Day of Dialogue
program exchange ideas at the
Elizabeth Lyons Elementary
School in Randolph, Massachusetts.
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NOT IN TUNE: POETS CONSIDER THE MUSIC OF BACH

JEAN KREILING

by Jean Kreiling

More than 250 years after the death of Johann Sebastian
Bach, his music continues to move and intrigue listeners, performers, and scholars. The Tower Records website offers 3,796 recordings of music by Bach; his music
appears with reliable frequency in concert programs and
church bulletins; and musicologists constantly delve
into his life and work, discovering just last summer a
previously unknown aria. While scholars have illuminated many facets of Bach’s music, a different kind of
elucidation comes from another group of writers: the
many poets of the past century who have reacted to
Bach’s music by creating their own works of art. By
exploiting the famously “musical” qualities of poetry—
rhythm, meter, sonority, pattern—as well as distinctively literary elements like metaphor, imagery, and
indirection, these poets offer unusual and expressive
commentaries that may prove enlightening to a variety
of listeners.
Most of the poets inspired by Bach have celebrated or
meditated upon a listener’s or performer’s experience of
the music; some describe the composer and/or his music
more directly. In “Homage to J. S. Bach,” John HeathStubbs first focuses on the relatively prosaic facts of
Bach’s life and work, and then seamlessly leads the reader into the intensity of a musical experience. HeathStubbs is himself a pianist, and his many poems about
music reflect his understanding of musical and historical
contexts. He portrays Bach as a diligent worker and
family man,
…grinding away like the mills of God,
Producing masterpieces, and legitimate children—
Twenty-one in all—and earning his bread
Instructing choirboys to sing their ut re mi….
Heath-Stubbs acknowledges Bach’s conservative aesthetic—“He groped in the Gothic vaults of polyphony,/
Labouring pedantic miracles of counterpoint”—and
finds in Bach’s music both “order” and “passion.”
The poem itself has a relatively orderly form: five quatrains employing nearly equal line lengths and a simple
pattern of rhymes (some exact, some approximate).
Such regularity seems especially suitable for the matterof-fact opening lines about Bach’s diligence already
quoted. But this formal tidiness persists even as the
poem’s imagery and ideas become more fanciful, as in
the phrase “super-celestial harmonies/Filtered into time
through that stupendous brain.” By the final lines, the
poem’s formal conventions contrast more significantly

with its increasingly metaphorical and extravagant
tone, particularly in multiple meanings of “passion”
and “blindness”:
It was the dancing angels in their hierarchies,
Teaching at the heart of Reason that Passion existed,
And at the heart of Passion a Crucifixion,
When the great waves of his Sanctus lifted
The blind art of music into a blinding vision.
The logical consistency of the poetic framework paradoxically exposes something less rational: an effect of
perceptual expansion and emotional intensification.
Despite its formal regularity, the poem seems to accelerate towards its end; that is, the poem itself, like the
music, embodies both order and passion.
While Heath-Stubbs’ poem contains neither definitive
biography nor detailed explication, it does convey some
crucial truths about Bach and his music, calling our
attention to both the composer’s workaday productivity and his towering artistic achievement. Granted,
images such as “dancing angels” and “great waves” give
us no information concerning tonal relationships, harmonic progressions, or contrapuntal technique; even
poetically, these images are not especially fresh. But
they add to a sense of the progressively overwhelming
impact of the music, in a verbalization of the musical
experience that seems at least as true—and as carefully
constructed—as more technical descriptions.
Among the poems focusing more directly on the sounds
of Bach’s music, Robert Schuler’s “listening to Yo Yo Ma
playing Bach’s unaccompanied cello sonata” represents
an especially idiosyncratic and impressionistic
approach. The somewhat confusing title leaves the
identity of the subject in some question, since Bach’s
cello sonatas call for harpsichord accompaniment; most
likely, the title refers to one of the unaccompanied
suites for cello. No details in the poem connect it to a
specific piece, but much suggests the distinctive sound
of the cello, as in these lines:
…leaning down
into darkness
the sawing the chafing the rumbling
echoes
droning out of the stone-bound well.
The vaguely allusive quality of these words is reinforced
by their arrangement on the page, which features extra
space between some words and the absence of punctua-

tion. These elements, along with a lack of rhyme, regular meter, and clear grammar, all contribute to an improvisatory effect far removed from the intricate,
premeditated patterns of Bach’s music. Clearly the
poem is not meant to imitate the music; instead, it
describes the perceptions of one creative listener. Like
Schuler’s poems on music by Miles Davis and Maurice
Ravel, this one has the spontaneity of a fleeting first
impression. While the meandering, free-verse approach
might seem especially suitable for describing jazz and
impressionist musical styles, it reveals here a more
instinctive and sensual reception of the learned Baroque
style than one might expect. Indeed, it recalls—in an
entirely different voice—Heath-Stubbs’ insistence that
passion lives within Bach’s Baroque orderliness.
Occupying a formal middle ground between HeathStubbs’ rhymed, metrical quatrains and Schuler’s free
verse is the blank verse of Howard Nemerov’s “Playing
the Inventions.” Each line of this poem has five stresses;
in addition, each of the poem’s five sections has fifteen
lines—perhaps in homage to the number of Bach’s
two-part and three-part Inventions (fifteen of each).
“Playing the Inventions” includes more specific musical
descriptions than the poems discussed above. It begins
as follows:
The merest nub of a notion, nothing more
Than a scale, a shake, a broken chord, will do
For openers…
…it is not the tune
But the turns it takes you through, the winding ways
Where both sides and the roof and the floor are mirrors
With some device that will reflect in time
As mirrors do in space…
These lines supply not only straightforward musical
details—a scale, a shake, a broken chord—but also an
effective visual metaphor for the overlapping melodic
imitations in Bach’s music. The images of reflective
walls, roof, and floor add a new twist to the notion
that music—especially Baroque music—has a sort of
“architecture.”
Nemerov’s poem goes beyond a description of the music
and one listener’s response to it; it earnestly enlightens
another, perhaps untutored listener. As quoted above,
the poet points out to those who might listen only for
a catchy melody that “it is not the tune / But the turns
it takes you through.” That idea is echoed in a similar
assertion several lines later—“The tune’s not much
until it’s taken up”— and then supported by vivid
images suggesting that the tune might best be heard
as “the thread that spins the labyrinth” or “the acorn
opened that unfolds the oak.” Near the end, the music
is described as
…clear streams…
Whose currents twine, diverge, and twine again,
Seeming to think themselves about themselves
Like fountains flowering in their fall.

Such words remind even the knowledgeable listener of
distinctive qualities of the Inventions not always captured in scholarly descriptions: their continuous and
apparently inevitable flow, the separation and reunion
of different melodic lines, the self-reflective symmetry
of individual melodies, the fluid and expansive atmosphere of the music.
As rich as Nemerov’s imagery is, some purists may
have reservations about its usefulness for the task of
describing music—and yet even the most scholarly
analysis and sober criticism of music can hardly avoid
figurative language. Conventional musical terminology
often relies on metaphor, as in references to tone, color,
texture, and the rise and fall of melodic lines. Moreover,
musicologist Anthony Newcomb reminds us that
thoughtful music criticism “is not a true-or-false
demonstration of the unique meaning of the artwork,”
but instead “the communication of one view of the
expressive resonance of the artwork…part of the
shared enterprise that is culture,…a way of transmitting, changing, and adding layers to the meaning of
the pieces…”
The “shared enterprise” of culture also includes poetry,
of course, which almost by definition involves “adding
layers” of meaning. Thus, poet Robert Bly claims that
in a performance of Bach’s Mass in B minor, the lowreaching bass part becomes “bits of dark bread” for the
poor, and a dialogue between wind instruments concerns a promise to feed orphans. And Richard Powers’
novel The Gold Bug Variations begins with a long poem
that describes the theme of Bach’s Goldberg Variations,
then entwines that musical idea with the novel’s ensuing narrative—and also, astonishingly, with the design
of the genetic code. Such creative connections may
seem to lead the reader away from the strictly musical
plane—but they also draw the reader into distinctive,
dynamic experiences of music that may inform or
intensify the reader’s own experience.
As in Powers’ juxtaposition of eighteenth-century art
and twentieth-century science, several poets have
reflected on the historical distance between Bach’s day
and our own, as well as the capacity of Bach’s music to
bridge that distance. In “Playing the Inventions,”
Nemerov marvels that after
Two hundred and fifty years
Of time’s wild wind that whips at the skin of that sea
Whose waves are men . . .
…the moment of this music is…
A happiness implacable and austere
The feeling that specifically belongs
To music when it heartlessly makes up
The order of its lovely, lonely world…the world
We play forever at while keeping time.
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The historical sweep of the poem includes an anecdote
concerning the early twentieth-century harpsichordist
Wanda Landowska, and finally, a bow to today’s “backward dilettante,/Amateur, stumbling slowly through
[Bach’s] thoughts.”

be considered an especially apt medium for commentary on music, especially the polyphonic music of
Bach’s era. “Sheldonian Soliloquy” reminds us of the
distinctive texture of Bach’s music even as it supplies
the added counterpoint of one listener’s experience.

The historical perspective also intrigues David Berman,
who remarks in his poem “Bach” on the incongruity of
hearing Bach’s “weighty organ works” on a modern cassette tape “that weighs an ounce at most.” In addition,
he notes the contrast between his own listening environment—including the noises of windshield wipers
and engine fans—and the cathedral or “gilded hall”
the music deserves. In “A Bach Cantata,” Margaret
Stanley-Wrench marvels at Bach’s apparent prescience:
“How did he know our age,/Gnawn, bitter, riven?
…Listening, our hearts/Beat, echoing his own.” For
these poets, Bach’s music connects the listener to the
composer’s own day and his transcendent creativity—
although these particular poems hardly describe the
music itself at all.

In the end, of course, what we hear in poems about
Bach is not the music of Bach at all, but the voices of
imaginative listeners. Whatever musical qualities the
poetry may have, it is “not the tune.” Instead, the poets
take us through new “turns,” articulating their own creative responses to the music and offering fresh perspectives on Bach’s aesthetic and his historical significance.
These poetic retellings of personal encounters with
Bach’s music may inform both the most scholarly and
the most casual listener, since we all hear music through
the filter of our own lifetimes of intellectual, aesthetic,
and emotional experiences. Sassoon’s “From a Fugue by
Bach” concludes with such a recognition: “In the mirror
I see but the face that is me, that is mine;/And the notes
of the fugue that were voices from vastness divine.”
Poetic images of Bach and his music turn out to be selfportraits—and they reveal to us repeatedly, and convincingly, the simple truth that Bach’s music reaches
across time and geography to rouse imaginations of
remarkable diversity.

Among the more straightforward poems about the
music of Bach, Siegfried Sassoon’s “Sheldonian
Soliloquy (During Bach’s B Minor Mass)” combines
emotional response and historical awareness in a neatly
structured and often witty narrative. Sassoon juxtaposes the sounds and images of an afternoon performance
of the Mass with the atmosphere outside the hall, noting contrasts, parallels, and interactions. The “impious
clatter” of a motorbike seems at first to disrupt the
“confident and well-conducted brio” of the choir—but
only a few lines later, the choir is described less reverently as “intense musicians [who] shout the stuff….” The
speaker recognizes the music’s age, with the phrase
“God’s periwigged…The music’s half-rococo….” But
he also notes the composer’s capacity for timeless communication, as when the birds outside the hall “rhapsodize/Antediluvian airs of worm-thanksgiving” and
Bach “replies/With song that from ecclesiasmus
cries….” In the poem’s final stanza, the choir and the
birds both sing “Hosanna,” confirming what has been
hinted at throughout: all of the speaker’s perceptions
have been woven into a single all-encompassing polyphonic texture.
Sassoon’s poem itself achieves a sort of polyphony, that
musical texture in which two or more melodic lines are
heard simultaneously. The careful reader of this poem
pays attention nearly simultaneously to descriptions of
sounds both indoors and out, to both the enduring qualities of art and the fleeting impressions of the mundane
present, and to both the dignity of the Mass and the
light, neatly rhymed, sometimes ironic tone of the poet.
Poetry often mixes contrasting images and ideas, creating what composer and historian Dragutin Gostuski
called an “accumulation of layers of thinking,” and
encouraging “simultaneous contrapuntal interaction”
among disparate thoughts. In this sense, poetry might

A version of this paper was delivered at the Third
Annual Hawaii International Conference on Arts and
Humanities in Honolulu, Hawaii, in January 2005, with
funding from CART, the Office of Academic Affairs, and
the Department of Music.
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